Intramural Bowling

**Frequently Asked Questions**

Can I bowl on a co-ed team and a men’s/women’s team?
- No, you can only bowl on ONE team

Can we bowl with 3 people?
- **You must have 4 people to bowl.** If your 4th is definitely coming, you can go ahead and start without them...and then they can catch up....ask the desk how to do that so the score is recorded in the correct place.

Can only teams win t-shirts?
- Yes. For this competition we do not give “Individual” awards.

What if we can’t bowl when we are scheduled?
- Contact Linda Marticke by email ... lkmarti@iastate.edu and see if there are any openings on a different night. No more than 6 teams per time slot. The chronological schedule on the website will show you “open boxes” for rescheduling times.

We bowled our four games.....can we try again?
- No, you can bowl just twice. (2 games each time)

We only have time to bowl 1 game tonight is that okay?
- **No,** you must be able to bowl 2 games on each night you are scheduled. If your team or a team member only bowls 1 game, you will not be eligible for awards. It usually takes about an hour and 20 minutes for 4 people to bowl 2 games.

We signed up as a men’s team, can we add a sub and switch to co-ed?
- **Yes,** you can have subs and we will change your team to the appropriate division.
- Does a co-ed team have to be 2 men and 2 women...NO...any combination.

Can we bowl with 5 people and just alternate games?
- **No,** you must bowl with 4 people for the two games. You can use a different group of four people for your 2nd round of 2 games.

If a team is not ready to go....10 minutes after their scheduled time....it is too late.

Awards - results will be posted online on **Monday, March 7.** Teams who win t-shirts will be notified by ISU email.